Dream living space
The conservatory collection

Enhance your home...

Discover your

dream
conservatory
Imagine a place in your home where you can retreat to and air into your property. A place just for you – tailored to your specification,
accommodating your individual style.

Welcome to the world of luxury conservatories
Our luxurious conservatories substantially increase your living space and enhance your lifestyle. They should also add tremendous
value to our property when the time comes for you to move on.

Enjoy your home - enhance your lifestyle
From the elaborate to the contemporary, our conservatories are designed with the market leading benefits that deliver highest-quality
workmanship and exceptional value for money. An extensive range of styles enables the right character of conservatory to be chosen
to suit your home. Plus, our coveted reputation for quality and reliability gives you confidence that you are choosing the very best.
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One room,
so many uses

Conservatories

designed
around you...

A conservatory can offer you the space to relax, entertain or provide the
additional room that a young family needs to grow. Designed to fit in with
your lifestyle, a conservatory can provide the additional space you are
looking for - without the turmoil and expense of moving house.

Whatever style you choose, conservatories are versatile additions to a home,
they transform living spaces and are the ideal way to add the second living
room, home office or dining area that you have always promised yourself.
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Design-engineered
for life-long performance

Every feature and aspect of our conservatories has been designed to
provide life-long performance, so you can be assured total peace of mind
for many years to come.

A complete solution
Unlike some companies, we exclusively use PVC-U sourced from one
supplier to manufacture your complete conservatory roof, windows and
doors. This means every component will perfectly colour match throughout
the life of your conservatory.

Intelligent design
Careful attention to design detail has resulted in one of the most advanced
conservatory systems currently available. This specifically means there is a
minimal reliance and requirement for on-site sealants and silicone to achieve
water tightness. This overcomes potential for leakage and ensures rainwater
always stays on the outside.

Co-ordinate your colours
A selection of colour options for your conservatory is available to
complement your home. Choose White for a contemporary finish or Cream,
Rosewood and Golden Oak finishes for a traditional appearance. You can
also choose to have a wood grained exterior with a clean White interior for
the best of both worlds.

Finishing touches
Deciding the style and performance of glazing you require, adding a roof
cresting or finial are all ways of personalising your conservatory to meet your
needs perfectly. The full range of options are featured on pages 20-23.
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Colour Options

*Colours on extended lead time
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The
Edwardian
Practical and functional

Classic, clean-lines
and maximum space
The Edwardian style allows you to maximise your enjoyment and usage of
the extra space created. Its square, flat fronted projection offers a clean-cut
elegance and dignified simplicity that blends easily into the character of
your home.

Representing a perfect union of form and function, Edwardian conservatories
offer the ideal way to extend your home in style.
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The
Victorian
Striking and distinctive

A classical, period extension
to your home
Inspired by Victorian design and architecture, complete with ornate cresting
and finials, it’s easy to see why the Victorian is one of the most popular styles
of conservatory.

Thanks to its impressive versatility, the Victorian will complement most types
of property, adding extra light, air and grandeur to your home. Available in
3 and 5 faceted versions, it is readily adapted to fit into whatever space is
available – from a large garden to a small patio area.
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Gable-ended
Generate light and space
the stately way

Proud and imposing
Reminiscent of the grand orangeries of days gone by, few styles capture the
proud architectural heritage of a conservatory quite like the Gable. It’s stately
presence works well in both old and new properties and, like the Edwardian,
maximises the use of space to create an eye catching design from
any angle.

The Gable conservatory enjoys imposing front elevations with the windows
extending up to the apex of the roof. The additional light this brings will make
your conservatory bright and airy and maximise the feeling of space inside.
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Lean-to
Stylish and cost-effective

The simple, affordable way
to improve your home
The Lean-to conservatory makes the best possible use of your available
space, whilst providing a light and airy room for you and your family to enjoy
all year round. Contemporary and minimalist, with clean aesthetic lines,
the Lean-to creates a luxurious link between your house and garden at an
affordable price.

Designed to run across the back of your home, the ends of your Lean-to
design can be finished either vertically as gable ends, or be hipped back
diagonally from one or both front corners.
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P-shaped
More space and flexibility

Combine two styles for more
space and greater flexibility
Combination and P-shaped conservatories offer you more space and greater levels
of flexibility by combining two styles – such as the Edwardian and the Lean-to – or by
adapting an existing style so that it can be used in the shape of a ‘P’.

The P-shape conservatory creates a multifunctional space with two distinctive areas
which can be used however you desire. For instance, you might choose to use one area
for dining and the other for relaxing, the choice and the flexibility is yours. In addition to the
“P” shape, combination conservatories can also be used to create “T” and “B” shapes,
giving you the greatest freedom to create the space you’ve dreamt of.
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Lantern
Unique and elegant

The ultimate aesthetic appeal
Lantern roofs consist of a roof in two tiers. The different levels are separated by
a row of small windows adding a feeling of height and presence to the overall
structure. The use of glass rather than polycarbonate also increases light levels
and gives you an uninterrupted view of the sky above.

If you are looking to increase the sense of interior space within your
conservatory and you want to create a majestic visual appeal - a Lantern roof
will give you the perfect finishing touch.

*Lantern style may not be self-supporting, and may need additional support.
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Optional
features

Glass
We offer a range of glazing options in a variety of
finishes and thickness. Glass can maximise light and
noise but may also be specified stained, leaded or with
bar inserts. Conservatory roof glass may also be chosen
to keep itself clean while also keeping you cool in the
heat of summer and warm in the chill of winter.

PILKINGTON

Polycarbonate
High-tech modern polycarbonate may also be selected for your conservatory
roof. The variety of options and colour finishes available may provide privacy
from above or reduce the direct glare and heat of sunlight. Foil inserts are
also available to reduce solar gain and are a great way to add character to
your conservatory. We offer a wide selection polycarbonate to choose from.

Personalise your dream
conservatory with our
range of accessories and
finishing touches

Guttering
A decorative guttering system designed for good looks and performance
finishes off your roof perfectly. Available in a wide variety of colours and
finishes to match your conservatory.

Rafter top caps
Additionally, highly durable woodgrain and White aluminium top caps provide
the ideal solution where temperature fluctuations are more pronounced.

Window boards
A wide range of window boards can be chosen for any style of conservatory.
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not supplied
with roof kits

Ventilation and cooling
Introducing additional ventilation can increase both enjoyment and comfort
levels within your conservatory. That’s why we offer a selection of both
mechanical and electrically operated roof vents in a range of sizes. These

Regency

have been designed to be both efficient and easy to use while at the
same time offering maximum levels of ventilation. Ceiling fans may also
be considered to help circulate the air and complement the look of your
conservatory.

Crestings and finials
Two different styles and designs are available to give a distinct individual

Jacobean

look. Indicative of the commitment to quality behind all of our systems, the
Jacobean style is available in PVC-U and the Regency in aluminium, both
designed to last for decades to come.
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Discover your dream today
See what your dream living space would look like in your
home with YourPad – the virtual home improvement app from

Product specification is subject to change without notification. Please also note that colours shown
are illustrative only, as the printing process does not allow 100% accurate colours to be reproduced.
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Eurocell. Download it for free on iPad and Android tablets at:

